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Religion’s place in a skeptical society 

In all societies that evolved on the face of the earth, religion has always been a vital part 

of that process. From the smallest clans to the largest mega-civilizations such as the Egyptians’ 

and the Greeks’, humanity has always relied upon religion to understand her place in the cosmos. 

Humanity depended on religion to answer the most complicated of philosophical questions such 

as why/how we are here, to explain the mysteries that plague our imaginations such as life and 

death, and to offer purpose to our very existence. More importantly, religion has been the thread 

that bound families, societies, and civilizations together for millennia. However, in the past few 

centuries, both religion and society have undergone a drastic transformation. Most of the small 

religions saw themselves replaced by the mega-religions such as Islam and Christianity while 

society changed for good due to the rising interest in science. Even though religion is still a big 

part of today’s societies, the 21st century has left people skeptical of religion more than ever.  

Religion’s declining popularity in the west 

Even though religion is credited with most of what our societies have achieved, the 

bloody history of religion and the increased belief in science has left a lot of people skeptical of 

religion more than ever. Today, more than a half of the world’s population identify as Christian 

or Muslim and about 84% of the world’s population affiliate with one religion or the other. 

However, these numbers do not truly reflect people’s feelings about religion. In western 

societies, religion as an institution has been steadily losing followers. Less and less people attend 

churches and even fewer people believe in most of what religion teaches. This can be explained 

by the divide between a society religion flourishes in (i.e: society that emphasize mechanical 

solidarity) and a society most people see as “ideal” today (i.e: society that emphasize organic  

solidarity). According to Durkheim, mechanical solidarity is defined as a society that rewards 
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similarities and directly or indirectly punishes differences. Over time, religion has proven to 

flourish in societies with emphasis on mechanical solidarity. For instance, all religions, even the 

most pacifist such as Buddhism, have been known to persecute or even kill people of different 

faith. The recent Rohingya crisis is proof of that. By going back in the history, we can clearly see 

the bloody history associated with all the major religions. From Islamic conquest, to crusaders 

war, to Exodus, believers have always shown intolerance to people of different faith background. 

In today’s vastly connected world, the mechanistic nature of religion has hindered religion from 

attracting followers as it did in the past – at least in the west. 

Religion’s rising popularity in Africa 

Even though itis losing its popularity in the west, religious groups such as Christianity 

has seen a steady growth in Africa. According to Pew Research Forum the Christian population 

was at 23.6% of the total world Christian population from 8% in 1910s while the Christian 

population in Europe and the USA was at 60% in 2010 from 93% in 1910. Projections show that 

number will keep rising in Africa and falling in the west. In 2060, six out 10 countries with the 

largest Christian population in the world will be in Africa and almost half the Christian 

population will be Africans (Pew Research forum, 2011). From this data, one cannot help but 

wonder why Christianity is rising in Africa while its popularity is dwindling elsewhere in the 

world. First, it is no secret that religion is one of the most powerful social facts in our society. 

The fact that it has managed to survive for this long regardless of the changes in our societies 

tells us something about that. It is its self-preservation nature that has allowed religion to outlive 

other social facts. Additionally, religion is not static; it is constantly evolving to accommodate 

the current truths to avoid internal contradictions. For instance, most religions have once 

advocated the idea that the earth is the center of the universe. Even though that theory was once 
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popular, in today’s world, it would work against any religion that supports it. To reconcile such 

damning contradictions as the center of the universe theory, religion blames interpretation of its 

message rather than acknowledge mistakes. This is because religious texts are supposed to sacred 

and infallible. In the same way, religion has evolved to serve a purpose in Africa that only a 

social fact of its magnitude can serve. Instead of separating church with states, most African 

countries have embraced church and put in measures to keep its influence in check. African 

countries have been using religion to the society’s advantage while minimizing the undesired 

effects associated with it. For instance, to ensure universal healthcare coverage, the government 

of Rwanda asks all religious leaders to ensure that all their followers pay the required premium 

on time. Due to the power religious leaders have over their followers, the program has been a 

success every year for the past 7 years. Most churches and congregations even subsidize the cost 

for the most vulnerable families in their communities. In countries such as Uganda, religious-run 

schools have made education available in the most remote places that government was not able 

to reach. Furthermore, charities such as Compassion International have been using churches to 

get donation from western to put children from poor communities in schools. Most of these 

things would have been hard to implement without religion intervening. In other words, religion 

found its place in Africa by being more than a place for spiritual congregating of believers.  

Religion is a very powerful social fact. However, it is also one of the most dangerous 

because of its ability to access the part of human psyche not even science can touch. It is only by 

serving a certain purpose that religion will be able to survive the increasingly skeptical world 

today. 

 

 


